cLc Learning Platform Best Practice 50
The cLc Learning Platform is supporting teaching and improving learning outcomes in schools around the
world. These Best Practice examples enable teachers to share experiences, ideas and recommendations to
support and aid other teachers tackling the same challenges.
Find more cLc Best Practice along with curriculum maps and ‘How To’ guides & films at www.clcsuccess.com
School: Learning Under the Same Sky Project
LA: China, UK & US
Teacher:
Students: Many schools - secondary
Contact:
Learning Focus: To reflect on the impact of world events with other children worldwide.
Curriculum Focus: Geography > World Affairs
Tools used:

Wiki,

WikiLink

How this worked in practice: The children involved in this activity were all aware of the Presidential race
between Barack Obama and John McCain, and began to discuss and debate the impact that each candidate
would have on their own country (US and China) if either man were to become president.
After the elections had completed, children began to look at this in more detail and asked each other key
questions about the impact, the new laws and changes in regulations and the consequences that these would
have within and beyond the USA. Each child asked a question within the
Wiki seen above, and then turned
these questions into
WikiLinks so that other children could click on the questions and then answer them,
seeing and building upon the responses of previous children.
By the end of this sequence of work children had developed skills in:
Geography: Impact of World Events
Learning: Debate, Discussion, Co-Construction, Differing view points
Next Steps: The children could now keep a
blog reflecting upon the events taking place before, during and
after events such as these. They could also collectively report upon specific events which take place using the
News tool.

The named teacher has kindly agreed for this example and the relevant contact details, to be shared within the cLc community for other teachers benefit.
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